Algae Prescription for SWIMTRINE PLUS
KEEP PUMP RUNNING AT ALL TIMES- 24/7
Step 1: Take all chlorinating sources out of the pool skimmer, floater, and/or your pool feeder is turned off:
You want to make sure that the chlorine you put in the pool to treat the problem can maintain a residual on
it’s own. Your everyday tablets only prevents problems, they can’t remove problems.
Step 2: Brush then vacuum pool and remove any foreign debris: Get the pool as clean as possible; it will save
you chemicals, time and money. Brushing the pool is much like cleaning plaque from your teeth. If you don’t
clean well, you could still have a problem. Removing the top layer or algae can help the products get to the
roots quicker. Be sure to vacuum even if you can’t see the bottom of the pool. Debris left in the pool will
absorb your treatment products full potential.
Step 3: Check and adjust pH to 7.2 to 7.6: A high pH of 7.8 or more can cut the efficiency of the products by half.
A low pH can also cause the product to dissipate too quickly.
Step 3: Add 3 oz of Swimtrine Plus per 10,000 gallons of pool water: Pour Swimtrine into a bucket of water and
pour around pool. Swimtrine is a powerful algaecide and preventative, it can even with stand high levels of
chlorine unlike other algaecides.
Step 4: Shock pool with 2 lbs per 10,000 gal. of pool water or 2 gallons of liquid chlorine per 10,000 gal. of
pool water: One pound/gallon is for assisting in killing the algae and the other is to help establish a residual
chlorine. Note: other forms of chlorine need to be removed from pool
Step 5: 48 hours later the pool should be at least milky/hazy: If the pool is milky, you’ve killed of the algae. The
haze is the dead algae the pool filtration and circulation need to remove. Most pool systems turn over all the
water in the pool in 6 to 10 hours. It will take your pool 3-5 complete turn overs before it gets all the dead
debris out. If your pool is not milky, see Pool World immediately with a water sample and re-evaluation for
the severity of your problem. If you wait longer then 48 hours, your problem can and could return.
Step 6: Next Day Vacuum Pool again: You may want to add a clarifier or flocculent to help expedite the clearing
process. Clarifier’s will make the debris bigger to make it easier for your pool to remove debris and
flocculent’s drop dead debris over night to the bottom of pool to be vacuumed ‘to waste’.
Note:

If the pool is clear and you’ve maintained a chlorine level of 2-5 ppm, start using your normal chlorine
application. If it’s clear but no chlorine is left, add a normal shock application to pool like Smart Shock and
add normal chlorine application. IE: tablets, chlorinator, sticks. If pool is not clear after 4-5 days bring a
sample into Pool World to be tested and re-evaluated.
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